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Grupo Antolin is a full-service supplier leader in the design, development and manufacture of sustainable industry components, offering multi-technological solutions for modular interior parts. The company focuses on the following four main Functions: Overhead, Door, Seat and Lighting.

The Spanish company ranks 55th place among the most important suppliers in the automotive industry worldwide and its customer portfolio features practically every car maker in the world.

In recent years, Grupo Antolin has rapidly expanded its global presence by investing in new facilities in the most important markets. Altogether, Grupo Antolin has operations in 25 countries with more than 100 plants and 22 technical-commercial offices, working many of them on a just-in-time basis.

Grupo Antolin's commitment to offer a sustainable future, we are determined to set the standards in quality and innovation, and our company's byword is respect, both for the environment and for other people.

Grupo Antolin goes further than the traditional modular headliner and develops new vehicle architectures to round off the products portfolio: sunblinds, consoles, integrated lighting systems and innovative fabrics.

Human Resources & Social Responsibility

More than 14,000 people work proactively with the aim to achieve satisfaction with clients maximum satisfaction.

The continuous commitment of our staff, who plays a leading role in our efficiency, is achieved through trained, effective communications, numerous participation systems, and the recognition of the work achievements of individuals and teams.

Global Management

Globalisation and Standardisation

The company is highly committed to implement the Grupo Antolin’s Innovation and Development manufacturing philosophy. This way, the company guarantees the same level of quality across the world.

The main objective of our management model is the standardisation of production and transactional operations.

Overhead

Number One Worldwide

Modular Headliner
Sunblinds
Sunscreens
Panoramic systems
Insulations
Package Tray

Grupo Antolin goes further than the traditional modular headliner and develops new vehicle architectures to round off the products portfolio: sunblinds, consoles, integrated lighting systems and innovative fabrics.

Doors

Multitechnological Offer
Door module
Multiwindow
Panoramic systems
Collision
Safety

Following market trends, Grupo Antolin offers to clients new technologies oriented towards sustainability, customization and lighting & fabrics integration.

Lighting

Complete Interior Solutions
Consider
Ambient lighting
Electronic/Smartlighting
Exterior lighting
OLED outcomes

As one of the key players in the market, Grupo Antolin pays special attention to the integration of strong development regulations, mainly in electronics and optic design. The production components are virtually integrated, maintaining the complete industrial process from R&D, coordination & logistics to assembly and delivery.

Seats

High-Functionality Integration
Complete seats
Frames
Mechanisms

Grupo Antolin is a technological leader in the development and manufacturing of complete lightweight seat systems. Our specific solutions enhance the flexibility in the distribution of the space: folding to & into floor concepts, seamless seat anchorage, advanced easy entry systems, and integrated 3 points seat belt.

Products

Grupo Antolin focuses on Innovation based on design and technology to guarantee its leadership in the area of interior components and to continue offering its clients high value added products.

INTEGRAL APPROACH

PERCEIVED QUALITY

COST EFFECTIVE

INDUSTRIAL FLEXIBILITY

SUSTAINABILITY

Innovation and Design are the company's response to a world of constant change and the driving forces behind the rapid development of Grupo Antolin.

Human Resource & Social Responsibility

Corporate Engineering

Grupo Antolin’s Industrial Design works to find innovative solutions to stop one step ahead of demand in a sector where the car interior is the most increasingly important in any buying decision.

Industrial Design concentrates on human factors, emotions and comfort. Functionality and customization with an special emphasis on softness and textures. Design adds value to Grupo Antolin’s products as well as improving people’s quality of life on board.

New Materials

Grupo Antolin’s laboratories allow new materials to be rapidly evaluated, designed and introduced into new products.

The company also produce new components such as carbon Nonwovens and Graphene and works with new manufacturing processes for lightweight components such as magnesium die-casting.